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We generalize the concept of optical Galton board �OGB�, first proposed by Bouwmeester et al. �Phys. Rev.
A 61, 013410 �2000��, by introducing the possibility of nonlinear self-phase modulation on the wave function
during the walker evolution. If the original Galton board illustrates classical diffusion, the OGB, which can be
understood as a grid of Landau-Zener crossings, illustrates the influence of interference on diffusion, and is
closely connected with the quantum walk. Our nonlinear generalization of the OGB shows new phenomena,
the most striking of which is the formation of nondispersive pulses in the field distribution �solitonlike struc-
tures�. These exhibit a variety of dynamical behaviors, including ballistic motion, dynamical localization,
nonelastic collisions, and chaotic behavior, in the sense that the dynamics is very sensitive to the nonlinearity
strength.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Galton board, or quincunx, is a matrix of regularly
spaced pegs fixed to a board through which pellets fall im-
pulsed by gravity. The final distribution of pellet locations at
the bottom of the device follows the binomial distribution,
and thus the Galton board constitutes a realization of the
random walk. The importance of random walks does not
need to be emphasized here, as their presence is ubiquitous
in science. They are important, in particular, as a tool in
classical computation �the best known algorithms for solving
some particular problems are based on their use �1��. For
sure, this is one of the main reasons behind the present in-
terest on the quantum counterpart of random walks, the so-
called quantum random walks �2� or, more appropriately,
quantum walks �QWs�. Moreover, from a fundamental point
of view the study of quantum counterparts of important clas-
sical phenomena, and vice versa, is of obvious interest.

The QW has been introduced from several different per-
spectives: In the seminal papers �in 1993 Aharonov et al. �2�
introduced the QW as a generalization of the random walk,
and in 1996 Meyer �3� introduced it as a nontrivial quantum
cellular automaton� the computational aspects were not
stressed, but later Watrous �4� independently introduced
QWs from a quantum algorithmic point of view, and other
versions of the QW �the so-called continuous QW, that can
be viewed as a quantum generalization of the Markov chain�
were also proposed �5�. Today there is a considerable amount
of papers devoted to QWs, and we refer the reader to existing
reviews �6,7�.

Not only can one think of quantum versions of the ran-
dom walk, one can also think of wave �8� as well as quantum
versions of the Galton board �9�. The difference between the
wave and quantum versions lies in that, in the wave version,
it is classical waves �e.g., optical waves� that are used, while
the quantum version uses amplitude probability waves �wave
functions�. The so-called optical Galton board �OGB� was
first proposed by Bouwmeester et al. �8�, and was introduced
as a grid of �optical� Landau-Zener crossings. Bouwmeester
et al. showed, both theoretically and experimentally, the ex-
istence of spectral diffusion, as well as dynamical localiza-
tion in their particular proposal for an OGB. As for the quan-

tum version, the quantum quincunx of Ref. �9� is a quantum-
optical proposal for the implementation of the QW.

Although classical waves and wave functions are different
in a deep sense, a very interesting point raised by the OGB is
that it can be understood, to some extent, as an optical real-
ization of the QW �10–12�. It is convenient to stress that
there are small differences between the OGB of �8� and the
QW, but as it was shown in �10�, the OGB reduces to a QW
with an appropriate parameter setting of the device. More-
over, Wojcik et al. �12� suggested that their generalization of
the QW �consisting of the introduction of some additional
position-dependent phase changes of the walker, see also
�13–16�� qualitatively describes the OGB of �8�, as it repro-
duces the observed dynamical localization. These generaliza-
tions of the QW have shown unsuspected connections of the
QW with Anderson localization �13� and quantum chaos
�12,14�.

Here we propose a nonlinear generalization of the OGB
�NLOGB�, consisting of the introduction of nonlinearity in
the evolution of the walker. Given the connection between
the OGB and the QW mentioned above, one could say that
we are proposing a nonlinear generalization of the QW �the
nonlinear QW�. However, as we discuss below, our proposal
makes full sense only from a classical perspective, and thus
our preference for the name NLOGB �nonlinear optical Gal-
ton board�. As expected, the nonlinearity deeply modifies the
QW dynamics, giving rise to new and interesting phenomena
which we investigate in some detail.

After this Introduction, the rest of the article is organized
as follows: In Sec. II we briefly review the QW, as we will
use its formalism for introducing the NLOGB; in Sec. III we
introduce the NLOGB as a nonlinear QW; in Sec. IV we
describe the formation of solitonic structures; in Sec. V we
analyze the dynamics of the system describing the different
phase transitions we have observed; and in Sec. VI we give
our main conclusions.

II. COINED QUANTUM WALK

Here we deal with the coined, discrete QW in one dimen-
sion. This process is better introduced as a quantum gener-
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alization of the random walk: In the random walk the walker
moves to the right or to the left, depending on the output of
a random process �e.g., tossing a coin�; then the QW mimics
the random walk in the existence of a conditional displace-
ment that depends on the state of the coin, but differs from
the QW in the fact that the coin is not a binary random
process but a qubit. As the qubit can be in a superposition
state, the walker can move simultaneously, say, in the two
opposite directions. In order to make the dynamics nontrivial
�3�, the coin state must be changed �the analog of tossing the
classical coin� after each walk step, which is accomplished
by the application of a suitable unitary transformation on the
qubit. The main feature of the QW, as opposed to the random
walk, is that the diffusion of the particle is much faster �in
the absence of decoherence �7��: While in the random walk
the width of the probability distribution of the walker posi-
tion grows as the square root of the number of steps, it grows
linearly with the number of steps in the QW. Moreover, the
probability distributions have a very different shape �Gauss-
ian in the random walk, and resembling the Airy function in
the QW�. Let us now introduce formally the QW.

The standard coined QW corresponds to the discrete time
evolution, on a one-dimensional lattice, of a quantum system
�the walker�, coupled to a bidimensional system �the coin�,
under repeated application of a pair of discrete linear opera-
tors. Let HW be the Hilbert space of the walker, with
��m� ,m�Z� a basis of HW; and let HC be the Hilbert space
of the coin, with basis ��u� , �d��. The state of the total system
belongs to the space H=HC � HW and, at time t, can be
expressed as

���t�� = 	
m

�um,t�u,m� + dm,t�d,m�� . �1�

The connection between states in consecutive times is made

by a unitary linear evolution operator Û, which can be writ-

ten as Û= ÛdÛc, i.e., ���t��= ÛdÛc���t−1��. Here, Ûc= Ĉ � Î

is the “coin toss operator” with Ĉ�SU�2�, typically chosen
as the Hadamard transformation,

Ĉ =
1

2

��u��u� − �d��d� + �u��d� + �d��u�� , �2�

and

Ûd = 	
m

��u,m + 1��u,m� + �d,m − 1��d,m�� , �3�

is the “conditional displacement operator,” which moves the
walker one position to the right or to the left, depending on
whether the coin state is u or d, respectively. The main quan-
tity related to the walk is the probability distribution function
of the walker along the lattice, calculated as Pm�t�
= �um,t�2+ �dm,t�2� Pm

u �t�+ Pm
d �t�.

We have already commented that the QW can be classi-
cally simulated. In order to make things concrete, we con-
sider the scheme depicted in Fig. 1, which represents an op-
tical cavity. A quasimonochromatic light field enters the
cavity through a partially reflecting mirror. When this field
reaches the beamsplitter �BS in Fig. 1�, it can follow two

different paths, upper and lower in the figure. These two
paths play the role of the qubit �which, in this case, would be
better called a cebit, following the terminology introduced in
�17��, and the beamsplitter implements the unitary transfor-
mation �17� �the coin toss operator�. Then in the lower �up-
per� path, the field frequency, which plays the role of the
walker in this optical implementation, is increased �de-
creased� in a fixed amount �� by means of appropriately
tuned electro-optic modulators. This is the first step of the
QW. Then, the cavity mirrors reflect the light back to the
beamsplitter and a new step of the QW is implemented, and
so on and so forth.

In this case, the QW occurs in the frequency distribution
of the output field, with the intensity of each frequency com-
ponent playing the role of the probability of finding the
walker at a given position, i.e., Pm

u �t� and Pm
d �t� are spectral

intensities in this classical-wave context, and not probabili-
ties. In other words, after m cavity round trips, the spectrum
of the output field exhibits the probability distribution of the
QW. This is one of the schemes proposed in �10� for the
optical �classical� implementation of the QW, where also the
connection between the OGB of Ref. �8�. and the QW is
given, and we refer the reader to that paper for full details on
this type of classical �optical� implementation of the QW. Let
us emphasize that this scheme constitutes a realization of the
optical Galton board.

What this classical implementation of the QW �and others
�18–21�� suggests is that interference, and not entanglement,
is responsible for the QW characteristics. Entanglement
would manifest in QWs in more than two dimensions, in the
amount of classical resources needed for its implementation,
as compared with a true quantum implementation, as already
discussed in �10�. This does not mean that there is nothing
quantum in the QW: It is the different physical meaning of
Pm�t� �in a true quantum system, the probability distribution
can be reconstructed only after a large enough number of
measurements, while in the classical simulation the analog of

FIG. 1. Optical cavity for the implementation of the OGB and
the NLOGB. EOM1 and EOM2 are two electro-optic modulators
which are tuned for incrementing �decreasing� the field frequency in
��. BS is a beamsplitter, and the cavity is constituted by four
mirrors, one of which is partially reflecting and serves as the input
and output port. For implementing the OGB, the upper and lower
paths must be a linear optical medium, which must be replaced by
a nonlinear optical medium �such as, e.g., an optical fiber� for
implementing the NLOGB.
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the probability distribution corresponds to the field spectrum
and can be seen completely at each walk step�. The effect of
decoherence could be different in classical and quantum
implementations �7�. But, at least in the QW on the line, the
quantum nature seems not to manifest, as it can be success-
fully simulated by classical means. See �22� for a discussion
on this topic.

III. INTRODUCING THE NONLINEAR OPTICAL
GALTON BOARD

The optical cavity scheme of Fig. 1 serves to introduce
the nonlinear optical Galton board �NLOGB�. It suffices to
assume that light acquires some intensity-dependent phase
while traveling through the upper and lower paths, i.e., that
these paths are not made by a linear medium �vacuum�, but
with a nonlinear medium �e.g., a Kerr medium, like an opti-
cal fiber or similar�. This is very easily taken into account
with the QW formalism introduced in the previous section
that we will continue to use here: We only need to introduce
one more operator describing the acquisition of the intensity-
dependent �nonlinear� phase due to propagation in the Kerr
medium, i.e., we have to generalize the unitary operator de-
fined above in the following way:

Û�t� = ÛdÛcÛnl�t − 1� , �4�

Ûnl�t� = 	
c=u,d

	
m

eiFc�m,t��c,m��c,m� , �5�

where Fc�m , t� �c=u ,d� is an arbitrary function of the prob-
abilities �or intensities, in a classical context� Pm

u �t� and Pm
d �t�

�23�. Notice that the role of Ûnl�t� is to add a nonlinear
�probability dependent� phase to each of the spinor compo-
nents. With the above formulation, the standard QW is obvi-
ously recovered when Fu=Fd=0, and the generalized QWs
of �13� and �12,14� are recovered when Fu=Fd=m2�0 and
Fu=Fd=m�0, respectively, with �0 a constant phase. We see
that a physical system like the one represented in Fig. 1
allows us to implement a number of interesting generaliza-
tions of the QW in a relatively simple way. Let us emphasize
that the OGB of Bouwmeester et al. �8� is very close to what
we are suggesting �10�.

In this paper we shall consider one of the simplest forms
for Eq. �5� by choosing Fc�m , t�=2���cm,t�2�c=u ,d�, i.e., we
assume that the nonlinear phase gained between two QW
steps is due to a Kerr-type nonlinearity that acts separately
on the two coin states �u and d� and has a strength �. The
recursive evolution equations for the probability amplitudes

can be easily derived from ���t+1��= Û�t+1����t��, yielding

um,t+1 =
1

2

um−1,te
i2���um−1,t�2 +

1

2

dm−1,te
i2���dm−1,t�2, �6�

dm,t+1 =
1

2

um+1,te
i2���um+1,t�2 −

1

2

dm+1,te
i2���dm+1,t�2. �7�

As we show below, the nonlinearity just introduced
deeply modifies the behavior of the probability distribution

Pm�t�. For this purpose, we perform a numerical study of
Eqs. �6� and �7� for different values of �. We shall consider
��0 for definiteness, since from Eqs. �6� and �7� one easily
sees that choosing a positive �, say �=�0, with some initial
conditions �um,0 ;dm,0� is equivalent to taking �=−�0 and
complex-conjugated initial conditions �um,0

� ;dm,0
� �. Moreover,

we shall adopt, unless otherwise specified, symmetrical ini-
tial conditions localized at the origin, i.e., um,0=	m0 /
2 and
dm,0= i	m0 /
2.

From a classical �wave� viewpoint, the above process is a
nonlinear optical Galton Board �NLOGB� and can be imple-
mented with the same device on which we have commented
in the previous section, provided that the two optical beams
propagate in a Kerr medium �e.g., an optical fiber�, as this

nonlinear propagation exactly corresponds to what Ûnl rep-
resents. From a quantum viewpoint the implementation of

Ûnl is probably impossible because of the linearity of the
Schrödinger equation. It is clear now that the process we are
proposing makes full sense only as a nonlinear OGB, and
will find conceptual difficulties as a nonlinear QW.

In spite of the difficulties when speaking of a nonlinear
QW, one should keep in mind that nonlinearities can be in-
troduced in quantum systems through a clever use of mea-
surement �24,25�, which keeps open the possibility of imple-
menting the proposed NLQW. Another, more realistic
possibility concerns using systems described by nonlinear
effective Hamiltonians, as Bose-Einstein condensation,
where QWs could be implemented �26�, or superconducting
devices, just to mention a couple of potential candidates. But
these appear as remote possibilities, as compared with the
immediacy of an optical implementation in an optical device
similar to that already used by Bouwmeester et al. �8�.

IV. FORMATION OF SOLITONLIKE STRUCTURES

In Fig. 2 we represent the evolved probability distribu-
tions Pm�t� for �=0 �i.e., the standard QW� and �=0.4.
When �=0, we observe the typical QW behavior �6�: Pm�t�
exhibits two peaks at the borders of the distribution, whose
tails decay in the central zone, and whose maximum value

FIG. 2. �Color online� Probability distribution curves of Pm�t�
for t=300, with the initial condition um,0=	m0 /
2 and dm,0

= i	m0 /
2, for �=0 �standard QW� and �=0.4. The inset is a mag-
nification of the right-moving probability soliton. Notice that Pm�t�
is null for odd m �as t is even in this plot�. We have represented only
nonzero values and joined them for guiding the eye.
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monotonically decreases with time as the probability distri-
bution broadens; and, most importantly, the width of Pm�t� is
proportional to t. This probability distribution can be ex-
pressed, in some limit �11�, as a combination of Airy func-
tions propagating in opposite directions.

The shape of Pm�t� for �=0.4 is very different: Now the
two peaks of Pm�t� contain most of the total probability,
around 30% each in the case of Fig. 2, mostly distributed
within a few lattice positions �see the inset in Fig. 2� . But
the most striking characteristic of the probability peaks in
this nonlinear case is that their size and shape remain basi-
cally constant with time, except for small oscillations around
a mean value.

We will characterize the probability peaks by their posi-
tion and intensity �i.e., the total probability they contain�. As
for the position, given the small fluctuations on the shape of
the peak, we use the “center of mass,” defined as mCM
�	m mPm�t�, with m� �mmax+�m ,mmax−�m� ,mmax the po-
sition of the probability maximum and �m the width of the
peak �27�. Only small quantitative differences are found be-
tween the behavior of mmax and that of mCM.

The most important feature of the probability peaks is that
they are nonspreading pulses, i.e., they propagate without
distortion �28�. As these probability wave packets do not
spread in time, and present other particlelike features �see
below� we can consider them as solitonic-like structures, and
will simply refer to them as solitons.

Apparently, solitons do not require a minimum value of �
to form: We have checked their existence for �
0.01, and
the analysis of the data from different �nonzero� values of �
do not suggest the existence of any threshold for the soliton’s
formation. Nevertheless, the time needed for their formation
�i.e., the transient until the intensity and shape of the prob-
ability structure is constant on the average� is larger for
smaller �. This is appreciated in Fig. 3�a�, where the inten-
sity of a single soliton is represented as a function of time for
different values of the nonlinearity parameter �. Another im-
portant feature is that the width of the overall probability
distribution Pm�t� or, equivalently, the soliton velocity, de-
creases as � increases, as shown in Fig. 3�b�, where the
position of the solitons is represented for different values of
� �in the case �=0, where solitons do not exist, we have
represented the position of the center of mass of the maxi-
mum of Pm�t� for the sake of comparison�. Therefore solitons
form after some transient, and are slower and more intense
for larger �. This is the scenario we found for ��0.474.

In view of the phenomena described above, one might
wonder whether the intrinsic quantum features of QWs are
deteriorated or not, and if so, to what extent. One way to
quantify the possible loss of the quantum benefits is by ana-
lyzing the time evolution of the standard quadratic deviation
�=
�m2�− �m�2. As already discussed, the standard QW ex-
hibits a characteristic � t. Given the transient which ap-
pears during the formation of the solitons, the question we
ask ourselves is: does the quotient � / t go to a constant after
the transient �i.e., for sufficiently large time�, or will it decay
slower?

As can be seen from Fig. 4, the first possibility is in fact
realized: after the transient, the standard deviation ap-

proaches the typical QW time evolution. Therefore the long-
term QW behavior is not degraded by the formation and
propagation of the solitons.

V. DYNAMICAL PHASES

We have been able to identify three different dynamical
domains, or dynamical phases, in the behavior of solitons as
a function of the value of �: phase I, for ���I0.474;
phase II, for �I����II0.6565; and phase III, for
���II. Let us describe these phases separately.

In phase I, the dynamics is very simple: Once solitons
have formed, they exhibit the ballistic propagation already
shown in Fig. 3�b�. Differently, in phase II the two solitons
start moving in opposite directions, as in phase I, but after
some time their velocity decreases till the solitons reach a
turning point and then move backward and collide at some
later instant tcol at m=0. After the collision, the solitons con-
tinue moving apart indefinitely, as in phase I. An example of

FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� Intensity �total probability� of the
right-moving soliton. �b� Temporal evolution of the center of mass
mCM of the right-moving soliton �the plot is symmetric for the left-
moving soliton�. The values of � are indicated in the plots. Initial
conditions are as in Fig. 2.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Evolution of the ratio � / t for different
values of �.
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such behavior, for �=0.49, is shown in Fig. 5. Notice the
appearance of small “communication packets” that are inter-
changed between the two solitons. Interestingly, the soliton’s
intensity sharply decreases after the collision �for example,
for �=0.49 the intensity of one soliton falls from 0.3062
before the collision, to 0.2426 afterwards�, i.e., the collision
of the two solitons is an inelastic one. Another feature that
can be observed from the simulations is that, as � is in-
creased from below �I �inside phase I�, the intensity of the
solitons increases up to a maximum value. It seems that the
communication packets interchanged by the two solitons
play the role of an attractive interaction, which is larger for
larger intensities. This would explain the existence of the
above-mentioned turning point appearing at some critical
value �I. Inside phase II, the solitons experience an inelastic
scattering and lose a fraction of their intensity, which would
prevent recollapse.

The method we used to determine this critical value, how-
ever, makes use of the fact that the collision instant tcol de-
creases with �. Indeed, the function tcol��� can be well re-
produced numerically by a simple hyperbola 1/ tcol=a /�+b
�where the values of a and b are obtained by a numerical fit,
with a coefficient of determination r2=0.995 16, giving
a=−0.0297±0.0003 and b=0.0627±0.0006�. This numeri-
cally obtained law allows us to fix the frontier between
phases I and II by the � value for which tcol diverges �we
obtained �I=0.474±0.007�.

As we made for phase I, it is worth investigating how the
standard deviation evolves at long times, in order to quantify
a possible departure from the characteristic quantum spread-
ing. As before, we plot in Fig. 6 the quotient � / t as a func-
tion of time for values of � corresponding to the second
phase. Now the transient shows more complicated features,
due to the recollapse of the two solitons �which manifests as
the minimum appearing in both curves�. However, as the
solitons separate after the collision, the typical � t behavior
shows up.

Phase III, ���II, differs from phase II in that, after the
collision, the two emerging solitons do not necessarily col-
lide or separate from each other. In fact, if � is increased
beyond �II, the situation becomes quite complicated, as the

evolution of the solitons becomes extremely sensitive to
small variations in �. In this sense, we can say that phase III
is a chaotic phase: For some values of �, the solitons become
trapped and oscillate around the origin; with a slightly dif-
ferent value for �, however, the solitons eventually escape;
and there are other � values for which localization is found,
which is characterized by an asymptotic setup of both soli-
tonic structures at an equilibrium point. Interestingly, the lat-
ter possibility can occur at very distant site positions for
slightly different values of �: For example, the right-moving
soliton position oscillates between m=5 and m=9 for �
=0.6665; it remains static at position m=162 for �=0.6669;
and again oscillates, around m=7, for �=0.6673. In Fig. 7
we show an example of the type of dynamics one encounters
in phase III for the two values of � indicated in the figure
caption.

The results we have just described correspond to a par-
ticular choice of the QW initial conditions, which guarantees
the symmetry of the probability distribution with respect to
the starting position. In order to see how critical is the role of
the initial condition, we have carried out numerical simula-

FIG. 5. �Color online� Color density plot showing the evolution
of Pm�t� as a function of t �horizontal axis� for �=0.49. The vertical
axis corresponds to the position on the lattice. Brighter regions
indicate a higher probability. The two solitons are clearly visualized
as intense strips.

FIG. 6. �Color online� Same as Fig. 4, for values of � corre-
sponding to phase II.

FIG. 7. �Color online� Same as Fig. 5, but for �=0.6565 �top�
and �=0.658 197 �bottom�.
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tions for different sets of initial conditions, and have found
that the dynamics is also very sensitive to this choice. Figure
8 gives an idea of how different things can be: we represent
the evolution of the probability distribution for um,0=	m0,
dm,0=0, and �=0.2 �top� or �=0.6 �bottom�. For this initial
condition, the probability distribution is no longer symmetric
�even in the standard QW�, and this fact strongly affects the
formation and dynamics of solitons. We are not going to
enter into an exhaustive description here; it will suffice to
say that, in this case, there are also several dynamic phases:
For small �, a single soliton forms, carrying close to 60% of
the probability, that moves like in Fig. 7 �top� �most of the
rest of the probability is contained in small dispersive pulses

that can be appreciated in the figure�; for large � several
solitons, with different intensities, can form, and localization
phenomena similar to what we have described above can
occur too, see Fig. 8 �bottom�.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have introduced a simple variation of the optical Gal-
ton board �which can be understood as a classical implemen-
tation of the discrete coined QW�, based on the assumption
that light propagates through a nonlinear �Kerr-type� medium
inside the optical cavity or, using the algebraic language of
QW, based on the acquisition of nonlinear probability-
dependent phases by the state during the walk.

The most striking feature that the nonlinearity introduces
is the formation of solitonlike structures, which carry a con-
stant fraction of the total intensity �probability� distribution
within a nondispersive pulse. We have characterized the dy-
namics of these solitons showing the existence of complex
dynamics �from ballistic motion to dynamical localization�
that is very sensitive to the initial conditions. An important
feature we found is that, in spite of the complicated behavior
during the transient and possible recollapse of the solitons,
the long term evolution still shows the characteristic QW
feature in the cases when the solitons go away, in the sense
that the standard deviation becomes � t.

It would be of greatest interest to have at hand an analyti-
cal description of the solitons’ motion and interaction, espe-
cially during the formation transient and recollapse �when
present�, as done �approximately� in �15�. The additional
complication due to nonlinearities, however, makes this task
cumbersome and lies beyond the scope of this paper.

The described phenomena are, to the best of our knowl-
edge, new in the field of quantum walks. The exciting fea-
tures found here deserve, we believe, further research.
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